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Characteristics including newness and weakness and poor resource in start-up 
usually lead to a big challenge in survival and development for Venture Company. 
Based on this, entrepreneurs who usually try to obtain 
tangible and intangible resources as Venture Company needing through social 
network. Exactly, social network in China means as interpersonal relationship. 
However, it is not ―free‖ and acquisition cost is necessary. Thus, how effective 
obtain resource as start-up that is an importance question. 
Based on above, the purpose of this study is to explore an interpersonal 
relationship model for improvement effective obtaining resources. According to 
research purpose, two research questions should be identified, including: 1. how 
build an interpersonal relationship model?2. How design a mechanism of 
interpersonal relationship improvement for effective obtaining resources? 
According to research purpose, multi-case study with grounded theory are 
adopted to further explore 7 venture companies. Based on purpose of effective 
obtaining resources for start-up, this study tries to explore model building of 
interpersonal relationship improvement through 2 dimensions of relationship 
operational concept. In addition, 4 dimensions of relationship operational behavior 
including platform resourceintegration, layer management, identification, and 
impression management also be involved for analysis the model building.  
The latter four constructs belong toGuanxi operating behavior.Based on the case 
study as well as the exsiting relevant theory,this paper reaches conclusions as 
follow:As the guidance of the Ganxi operating behavior,Guanxi operating 
philosophy could promote entrepreneurs to perform corresponding Guanxi operating 
behavior,which would in turn improve the acquisition efficiencyof 
entrepreneurship resources.Therefore, Guanxi operating behavior mediates the 
relationship between Guanxi operating philosophy and 














matching plays a moderating role in the above mechanism,i.e.the higher the 
entrepreneurs matches their Guanxi network,the greater Guanxi operating behavior 
facilitates the  resourcesacquisition efficiency.These constructs and influence 
mechanism constitute entrepreneurs‘ Guanxi operating mode,aiming at 
efficient resource acquisition. 
Finally,this dissertation takes a comprehensive discussion on the theoretical 
model,reaching more penetrating conclusions as follow:entrepreneurs should pay 
attention to the principle of integrity and systematicness when operating Guanxi 
network.Interity means components of Guanxi operation as well as constructs of 
each component are inseparable,while systematicness means that there exists mutual 
influence and support relationships between Guanxi operation and external 
factors,among the components of Guanxi operation,amongy the constucts of each 
component.As to integrity,firstly, Guanxi operatiing philosophy and the Ganxi 
operating behaviorcan not exist in isolation;secondly,the three kinds of Guanxi 
operatiing philosophy play different and indispensable role;thirdly,the four kinds of 
Guanxi operating behavior have different and essential effect.As to 
systematicness,firstly, Guanxi operatiing philosophy is interlinked with 
enrepreneurial goal.That is to say, Guanxi operatiing philosophy must be 
systematically considered with its combination with business objectives 
and.Secondly, Guanxi operatiing philosophy is interconnect with Guanxi operatiing 
behavior,which should be performed under the guidance of Guanxi operatiing 
philosophy.Thirdly, Guanxi operatiing behaviors are a mutual coopreation 
system,playing auxiliary roles to each other.Fourthly, Guanxi operatiing behaviors is 
connected to industry characteristics,which means that entrepreneurs should focused 
on specific Guanxi operatiing behaviors according to the industry. 
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所 需 的 资 源 （ Reynolds and Miller,1992 ； Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996; 
Granovetter,1995 ；
Kim & Aldrich,2005;Stam & Elfring,2008;Stuart & Sorenson,2007）。更具体的，
诸多学者的研究指出，在新企业建立的早期阶段, 创业者常利用由个人的社会
关系建立的社会网络来获得财务资源、相关的技术、管理人才或者顾客的购买
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